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A PARAR PARA AVANZAR: TO STOP/TO STAND/TO STRIKE TO ADVANCE

“Art says things that history cannot.”
-Beatriz González1

Fuck Your Lecture on Craft, My People Are Dying
By Noor Hindi
Colonizers write about flowers.
I tell you about children throwing rocks at Israeli tanks
seconds before becoming daisies.
I want to be like those poets who care about the moon.
Palestinians don’t see the moon from jail cells and prisons.
It’s so beautiful, the moon.
They’re so beautiful, the flowers.
I pick flowers for my dead father when I’m sad.
He watches Al Jazeera all day.
I wish Jessica would stop texting me Happy Ramadan.
I know I’m American because when I walk into a room something dies.
Metaphors about death are for poets who think ghosts care about sound.
When I die, I promise to haunt you forever.
One day, I’ll write about flowers like we own them.2

1

Beatriz González and Maria Ines Rodriguez, “Conversaciones con Beatriz González,” in Beatriz
González 1965–2017 (Bordeaux, France: Musée d’art contemporain de Bordeaux, 2017), p. 209.
2
Noor Hindi, “Fuck Your Lecture on Craft, My People Are Dying,” Poetry Magazine, December 2020,
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/.
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Because my thesis work and my artistic practice as a whole engages the history and practices
of craft traditions while also operating within the European model of the studio artist, this paper
will deal with the concepts of “craft” and “crafter,” as well as “art” and "artist,” within these
contexts. In my case, as a first-generation person born in the United States to Colombian parents,
I contend with the history of U.S. imperialism preceded by European colonialism and their effect
on how I see “craft” and “art.” This paper will present the first fragments of a political
framework outlining how I think about my work, which lives between these two models of
making as well as between colonized and colonizing societies and traditions. I also look at how I
position myself as an artist in U.S. culture, and present a limited series of proposals. My writing
tries to imagine ways of making and being informed by practices, strategies, and organizing that
work towards greater autonomy and liberation under these conditions.

Craft/Craftiness/Art/Artifice
The word “craft” appears to have entered the English language before the word “art.” It stems
from the Old English craeft, meaning “strength,” “power,” or “skill,” which likely comes from
kraft of Germanic origin. It’s related to the Dutch kracht and Swedish kraft, also meaning
“strength.”3
Accounts vary on the exact etymology and history of “craft,” but the general consensus is that
it was folded into Old English around 900 C.E. and its meaning expanded sometime before the

3

Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “craft, n.1,” accessed January 4, 2022, http://www.oed.com/viewdictionary
entry/Entry/11125.
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12th century to include “skill in planning, making, or executing” and "an occupation, trade, or
activity requiring manual dexterity or artistic skill.” 4
Paradoxically, while this last definition is the primary way we understand and use the word
“craft” today—as relating to a high degree of skill and dexterity, both manual and
figurative—the other most common usage is in the context of the “arts and crafts activity” or the
adjective “crafty,” whose meanings primarily encompass the creative work of children involving
materials that are inexpensive or that are considered outside of the realm of art-making (i.e. dried
macaroni), or as a descriptor in reference to someone, typically a woman, who engages in craft
practices as a hobby. In one understanding, there is a high level of skill (craftsmanship even), and
in the other, craft is placed hierarchically well below art, carrying connotations of cheapness, and
is used to devalue the work of the seemingly unskilled or unserious.
I want to turn to another derivation of “craft,” the less commonly used meaning of “crafty”
and “craftiness.” Crafty as a descriptor, meaning “skilled at deception, trickery, or scheming;
characterized by ingenuity in achieving a desired end or gaining an advantage over others;
cunning, wily, devious,”5 seems to have come about in the late 1200s and it adds an entirely new
dimension of meaning to craft’s family tree of definitions and connotations. The meaning of craft
evolved from “strength” and “skill” to specifically artistic skill or general skill and then, in just
around two hundred years, to the skill of deception.
This evolution on its own is interesting enough, but it becomes more significant when we
notice that this pattern is mirrored in the etymology and history of “art” in an almost identical
way. “Art” comes to English by 1000 C.E. from the Middle French art, which derives from the

4

Merriam-Webster, s.v. “craft definition and meaning,” accessed January 4, 2022,
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/craft#h1.
5
Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “crafty, adj. n.3,” accessed January 4, 2022, https://www.oed.com
/view/Entry/43718.
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Latin ars meaning a work of art, skill, or craft.6 “Art” is an incredibly versatile word, but up until
around the 17th century it shared most of its meaning interchangeably with “craft.” By the 17th
century, the association of art with innate creative or imaginative prowess rather than learned
technical ability reinforced a split between the conceptualizations of craft and art that started
much earlier during the humanist movement that characterizes the European Renaissance
beginning in the late 1300s. Our most common understanding of the unqualified word “art”
today is along the lines of “the expression or application of creative skill and imagination,
typically in a visual form such as painting, drawing, or sculpture, producing works to be
appreciated primarily for their beauty or emotional power.” While this definition doesn’t appear
in any English dictionaries until the 19th century, there is evidence that it was used in this way
before then.7
The word “artifice” comes, again, directly from the Middle French which comes from the
Latin ars and its derivation artificium. Through the 1500s it retains its original meaning, virtually
synonymous with “craft” and “art,” but at some point before the early 1600s “artifice” takes on a
new meaning, which is the primary connotation we carry into our language today: “skill in
devising and using expedients; artfulness, cunning, trickery” or “an ingenious expedient, a clever
stratagem; (chiefly in [a] negative sense) a maneuver or device intended to deceive, a trick.”8
I have been an artist since I was very young, not only in the sense whereby anyone who
makes art may call themselves an artist but also in the sense that I was dedicating myself to
becoming an artist on a professional track—which, by the time I was fourteen, was really how I
understood it. The first time I spent months preparing a portfolio in order to enter an academic
6

Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “art n.1,” accessed January 6, 2022, https://www.oed.com
/view/Entry/11125?rskey=HNdvcq&result=1.
7
Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “art 8a,” accessed January 6, 2022, https://www.oed.com
/view/Entry/11125?rskey=HNdvcq&result=1.
8
Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “artifice, n.,” accessed January 6, 2022, https://www.oed.com/view/
Entry/11125?rskey=HNdvcq&result=1.
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program focused on the education of artists I was only ten years old. The Middle School of the
Arts fed me into the Alexander W. Dreyfoos Jr. High School of the Arts, which fed me into the
Maryland Institute College of Art, and with this Master of Fine Arts thesis, I am now completing
the final leg of what is considered the “required” educational arc for a contemporary
“professional” artist. I have felt the duality of art vs. artifice and craft vs. craftiness while moving
through society as an artist for most of my life. People love the products of artists—they love
illustrations and photographs; they love movies, T.V. shows, and video games; they love well
designed objects, textiles, and clothing; they love to adorn bare walls and spaces; they love an
appreciating asset; they love going to museums; and they love collecting (anything). But they
also deeply distrust the artist, the person who crafts all these things. I was relentlessly praised as
a young artist for my talent and creativity, but I also heard comments like, “So, what do you do
all day as an artist? What do you even do in school?” “…and who’ll pay you to do that? Being an
artist doesn’t sound so romantic now, does it?” and “That must be so much fun! I wish my work
was fun.” And here is where disdain creeps in. A lack of understanding of the artist, and to a
lesser extent the craftsperson or artisan, as a laborer working under the same constraints and
conditions as most other workers leads to a festering resentment. Resentment because art is seen
as a freeing, useless, or lazy endeavor. This societal misunderstanding works to devalue and
disempower artists. The artist laborer is meant to feel grateful should they be able to sustain even
their most basic needs on their “fun” and presumably fulfilling work that everyone wants them to
produce. After all, artists, by spending their days doing something they desire to do, rather than
have to do, they’re cheating—and in line with our society’s mores, we believe that cheaters
should be marginalized. The punishment of the artist for pursuing the pleasure of creation is
universally presumed in the Euro-American world to be “starving” and “misunderstood.” The

5

loneliness of the artist in the studio, stemming from the romanticized solitude of the artistic
genius cloistered away to work, is also contribute to the anti-social status of the artist. It’s a split
from the majority of society not just by working alone in the studio, but inherent to the status of
being “misunderstood.”
At the time in Medieval Europe when an artist and a craftsperson were understood to be
roughly the same thing, the artist/crafter was not a singular mind forging a uniquely enlightened
creative, spiritual, or intellectual journey—they were most often part of a collective of workers.
Most artists (or artisans) worked in craft guilds or arti as they were called in Italy. These
professional guilds included mediums we now consider “art,” like sculpture and painting, but
also all manner of craft production and other professions. In fact, Florentine painters were
grouped into the Arte de Medici e Speziali, the guild for doctors, apothecaries, and spice traders
until around the mid-fourteenth century, placing them squarely on the same level as non-artistic
workers.9 (This association makes more sense when we consider that apothecaries and spice
merchants were suppliers of pigments as well as medicinal supplies.)
I introduce this historical context not to imply that the pre-industrial craft guild system existed
in a utopic past where the artist/craft laborer held true political power and societal value. For the
most part, while these guilds were largely made up of the workers who actually produced crafted
goods, they were predominantly controlled by the wealthier merchants and exporters of the
products those workers crafted.10 Yet this was a time when people in craft and artisan trades,
particularly textile and masonry guilds, wielded great political, economic, and religious power.
9

“Guilds (Arti),” Italian Renaissance Learning Resources (National Gallery of Art and Oxford University Press),
accessed January 9, 2022, http://www.italianrenaissanceresources.com/units/unit-3/essays/
guilds-arti/.
10
Hugo Soly, “The Political Economy of European Craft Guilds: Power Relations and Economic Strategies of
Merchants and Master Artisans in the Medieval and Early Modern Textile Industries,” International Review of
Social History 53 (December 2008): p. 45-71, https://doi.org/10.1017/S002085900800360X.
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Worker collectivity was built into the system even if there was a class hierarchy within the guilds
as well as outside of them.
While the myth of the (maverick, celebrity, tortured, misunderstood) creative genius did not
yet exist and most artists went uncredited, art or craft was no less influential as a social and
economic force. The ruling class not only desired crafted wares, but they and the institutions
through which they ruled also required them to express their power and dazzle the crowd. It’s
important to recognize that while the conception of the bleak, dark Middle Ages is a myth and
Medieval life was more culturally vibrant and colorful than most imagine, there was much less
visual material in the world, especially in the lives of the non-ruling, non-ownership classes. All
those stunning paintings, stained glass windows, brocades, sculpted façades, gold filigree
objects, reliquaries, stately portraits, and sumptuous velvets that can take on a kind of magical,
illusory aura, and which communicate power both earthly and divine, require the dexterous skills
of a laborer.
This particular need of those in power gave the artist/crafter an oblique power, and at a time
when all over Europe the structures of the State were beginning to coalesce, that power may be
what prompted the mistrust, alongside delight or admiration, that the English words crafty or
artifice now suggests. Perhaps the ruling classes became increasingly uncomfortable with the
fact that the visual communication of their power and divine mandates to a largely illiterate
populace was contingent upon the skills of craftspeople. The craftsman became associated with a
god-given talent to create powerful illusions—illusions that can also be seen as a cunning,
deceitful trick that can easily become ungovernable.
One way to suppress workers is by having the merchants who already control distribution and
sales control the lobbying capabilities of the worker through control of their guild as well;

7

however, this does mean that the workers are still in a collective and may one day more readily
recognize their power in numbers. Perhaps another way to not only keep artists dependent on the
ruling classes but also separate them from one another would be to make them compete
individually for the opportunity to be recognized and supported through the individual patronage
of the wealthy. This shift from the manual laborer who is part of a collective to the individual
“creative professional,” the studio artist, begins in Europe from the Medieval period through the
Renaissance and persists until today.
As Europe turns towards the study of classical antiquity, Italy becomes one of the first centers
of the revival of Humanism which broadly emphasizes a world view centered on individual
human agency and a reliance on reason rather than the mystical to understand the world. As
expectations for artistic styles began to favor ever more naturalistic figures and environments
with illusionistic “natural” perspective, artists like painters and sculptors were increasingly
required to study anatomy, geometry, and other classical subjects. The status of “art” began to
rise above “craft” as the artist’s training and education crept closer to the liberal arts. In early
fourteenth-century Florence, painters and eventually, sculptors broke away from their guilds to
form La Compagnia di San Luca (The Company of Saint Luke, patron saint of artists), which
functioned both as a separate professional association and a religious confraternity.11 By the
mid-1400s academic institutions that focused on learning in addition to training in technical
skills began operating directly from artist’s studios and outside of the standardized guild
workshop training system. Not long after, this led to the institution of artist academies outside of
artist studios, of which the so-called Accademia Medici was one of the first in this period.
In 1480 Lorenzo de Medici opened his Accademia, where young artists and the youth of
wealthy families could gather around a central courtyard modeled after Plato’s Academy to study
11

ibid, “Guilds (Arti).”
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classical sculpture, painting, and literature. By the late sixteenth century, the Accademia became
the most important art institution in Florence with a membership that boasted almost every artist
working in the city. Through the Accademia, Medici increased the artistic output of Florence,
created a kind of monopoly on artistic training that centered around his personal ideals, tastes,
and priorities, and groomed a workforce of artists that would continually prop up and aggrandize
Florence and the Medici as its ruling family. More generally it created a private academy system
reliant on the philanthropy of the wealthy which in turn centered their needs and desires and
required that those who wished to study but could not pay, seek their financial aid and support.
Meanwhile, those working in “craft” traditions continued to learn by apprenticeship in the
traditional guild system. The Accademia ultimately provides the underpinnings of artistic higher
education in the U.S. today, and was a definitive moment in shifting the role of the artist away
from the role of the craftsperson. Art begins to be placed above craft in value, and the artist and
the craftsperson become separated by class through a different educational approach and system.
Once the role and status of the artist became more elevated, their association with manual
labor, technical skill, and the working class was replaced by an identification with individual
innate talent, creativity, and the pursuit of humanistic study which increasingly made art, as
opposed to craft, a pursuit of the middle and privileged classes. This not only served to distance
the working class from certain kinds of education and creative pursuits by splitting the artistic
labor force into two camps but also led to the prizing of “creativity and vision” so highly above
“technical execution,” which forever changed how art-making is thought of in the popular
imagination. While the public at large understands that there is a certain amount of training and
skills building required to be “good” at certain foundational technical skills of art-making (say,
naturalistic drawing or illusionistic painting), it is also a commonly held belief that it can not

9

make an artist out of someone not already in possession of the innate talent for art. With the
introduction of abstraction, conceptualism, and the “readymade” in the late 1800s and early
1900s it is generally understood that much of what is accepted as art today does not actually
require technical skill. Hence the emergence of disdain towards art to which someone might
reply "my kid could do that!" There is a deep contradiction in the understanding of the artist both
as one who is trained in a certain set of skills that require practice and dedication but also as one
who possesses “a gift” which produces a kind of vision and creativity that ultimately can not be
taught. It becomes much more difficult to frame and quantify the work of art-making as labor
when the work of the artist is widely understood to fundamentally be an innate ability and
“fun.”12
The demise of the guilds and the rise of the celebrated individual artist coincides with the
beginning of the colonial project when the coalescing states of Europe began to violently export
themselves all over the globe to conquer, exterminate, and remake other societies and lands in
their own image. While the European artist became more individualized throughout the
Renaissance, it was still known that artists generally trained apprentices and ran a workshop.
Those works that had been completed “by the workshop of” the artist were considered less
valuable because while they were in the artist’s style, created under their supervision, and
ultimately approved by the master artist, they were not touched by the “master’s” hand.13 Even

12

Both a misunderstanding of artmaking as work and a general resentment against the artist for being occupied by
meaningful, engaging, or fun work has its roots in the fact that most workers under capitalism experience alienation
from their labor which results in a devaluation of work and poor wellbeing. In addition, the insecurity of
employment, the, the frequency of unemployment, the demanding aspects of searching and applying for work, the
growing employment in occupations perceived as useless and/or socially harmful, and the meager compensation for
the majority of workers all contribute to the degradation of work. The artist is popularly perceived to be outside of
this system of wage labor—outside of the “grind”—and so their relation to labor is enviable.
13
“Training and Practice,” Italian Renaissance Learning Resources (National Gallery of Art and Oxford University
Press), accessed February 5, 2022, http://www.italianrenaissanceresources.com/units/unit-3
/essays/training-and-practice/.
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while the value of art had been somewhat divorced from technical execution and become more
associated with the visionary creativity of the artist, we can see that the patrons of the artist
continued to hold the hand, the crafting, of an object or illusory image in high regard, but
perhaps most especially when it was tied to the cache of a particularly well-known artist. While
contemporary artists today run workshop studios and employ assistants to help them create more
work than they could alone, it is to some extent an open secret in the art world yet virtually
unknown to the general public. Assistants are often paid low wages and are uncredited as
standard practice, so while the myth of the lone artist is largely just a myth, the image of the
artist working entirely alone must be propped up in order to legitimize the idea of the creative
genius as the brand. For it is the artist themselves that is being sold on the art market just as
much as the individual works of art they produce. That said, generally, only artists with enough
financial resources from the art market, or from independent wealth, are able to establish a studio
with steady assistance. Young artists, poor artists, and unrecognized artists often do in fact work
alone and most everything they produce is by their own hand. This is mostly how I
work—almost solely responsible for every stitch of the made objects that come out of my studio,
although this has recently begun to change in small ways and I hope that through systems of
solidarity it will continue to change in more significant ways.
In order to proceed, some mutual understanding is required on a few fundamental parameters:

❖ I have and will sometimes talk about art-making outside of contemporary “professional”
art production, such as craft in the domestic sphere or indigenous craft practices that
operated under different conditions than our current ones. When I write about my
practice, I am speaking about the modes and expectations of art-making in the
contemporary “professional” context of “the art world.” I define a professional artist as

11

someone who has decided to pursue the production of art on a professionalized track by
practicing in the exhibition and/or sale of art within a pre-existing art(market) system.
This means, at least to me, that while artwork is ostensibly made for personal fulfillment,
there is also some level of commitment to consciously engaging with an audience and
pursue critical acclaim and/or financial exchange from that audience in order to be
recognized as a legitimate professional artist. Additionally, there is often some
commitment to fulfilling the expectations of becoming credentialed as an artist despite
the fact that the profession of artist does not actually require professional credentials.

❖ I’ll be speaking to craft mostly from the perspective of textile crafts and textile craft
traditions, both from both inside and outside of the Euro-American tradition, because that
is the kind of crafting that I am most engaged with. Other craft traditions—carpentry,
leatherwork, ceramics, glass, metal, etc. have deep wells of knowledge and thought, but I
am not well acquainted with them.

The Body is a Vehicle for Learning
I make mostly with my hands, although my whole body is often involved. The memory of the
body is what allows me to gain skill in a process of making. My hands can learn stitches in such
a way that I can do them so quickly that in minutes my hands will cramp. Often I can perform
this level of proficiency without even looking. The body holds the memory of the movements,
just as it holds the expectations of productivity.
As I’ve developed my practice, I have increasingly made art to teach myself about how I
operate (how I am myself) in the world. There is a kind of attentiveness in the body that comes
from drawing or painting or the rhythm of pulling prints, but for me, the handiwork of textile
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craft can create a kind of lucid trance born of repetitive motion. French Feminist author Colette
writes of her daughter embroidering:

“I shall speak the truth; I don’t much like my daughter sewing… If she draws, or colours
pictures, a semi-articulate song issues from her, unceasing as the hum of bees around the
privet… But Bel-Gazou is silent when she sews, silent for hours on end, with her mouth
firmly closed, concealing her large, new-cut incisors that bite in to the moist heart of a
fruit like little saw-edged blades. She is silent, and she—why not write down the word
that frightens me—she is thinking.”14

I find that when engaging in craft processes, especially when engaging intuitively rather than
following a pattern, I can embody a different kind of being. I try as much as possible for my
body to be my primary tool in my artwork because it is a rare opportunity to be truly embodied
in an experience of thinking—for the process to become a memory that my body holds. The ways
I choose to make are an extension of the ways I choose to live. Everything from what values I
prioritize in my practice, how I source materials, how I choose to engage with others—the
public, other artists, the many people and institutions that make up the art world—to the degree
in which I have control over my conditions, is a reflection of my priorities and ethics as an
individual in society. As I make, I think about the practical limits and realities of the textile and
my mind wanders to how those same properties extend beyond its borders to other areas of my
work and being in the world.

14

Colette, Earthly Paradise (Secker & Warburg, 1966), pp. 214-216.
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Structure and Material are Inescapable
The qualities of a raw material and how it acts when woven, knotted, knitted, looped,
crocheted, felted, or otherwise manipulated into cloth ultimately dictates the form and material
qualities of the cloth or anything else it might become. Wool is naturally antibacterial, super
absorbent, temperature regulating, odor-resistant, and sound-absorbing. Silk has low stretch and
high sheen when woven, but is very stretchy when knit and can be almost matte depending on
how it’s spun. A twill weave has more drape than a plain weave because it is woven on a
diagonal rib pattern. Felt lends itself well to metaphors of non-hierarchical structures because of
its rhizomatic structure but knit and crocheted fabrics resist “fabric of society” metaphors of
collectivity because they are created from a single continuously looped strand of yarn rather than
multiple strands interlocking, as in woven cloth.
There are innumerable permutations of structure and material construction of cloth and
fibrous materials. Each configuration has a set of qualities it is designed to create depending on
the fiber in use and how it operates under a specific cloth structure. While the fiber and many
other alterable factors can be substituted, modified, or “misused” to create or highlight
unintended qualities, the underlying structure remains and those qualities and outcomes that it
was designed to create can only be stretched or redirected to a certain extent, even while
appearing to change the fabric drastically.
In her research on revolutionary change theories, or how organizational systems develop and
change is shaped, behavioral theorist Connie J.G. Gersick explains “Human systems in
equilibrium may look turbulent enough to mask the stability of the underlying deep
structure…However, [...] the deep structure remains in place.” Illustrated another way, “The
difference between incremental changes and revolutionary changes is like the difference between
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changing the game of basketball by moving the hoops higher and changing it by taking the hoops
away. The first kind of change leaves the game’s deep structure intact. The second one
dismantles it.”15
In order to change the qualities or outcomes of the fabric only a little, you may change the
base fiber, or the scale, or the tension, or any number of other factors—but if you want entirely
different qualities or outcomes in your cloth, you must change its fundamental structure, or
imagine a new one.

Tension/Control
Controlling tension requires just the right touch. I am by nature an over-tight knitter and I
usually struggle to keep the edges of woven fabric from creeping ever inwards as I pull the
thread more than I should while I turn each edge. If you over-twist yarn while spinning it into
existence, as is also a tendency of mine, it will endlessly bunch back up on itself and you can
never really take it back if you don’t release that extra tension in the moment.
The plane of most fabrics, principally woven, knitted, or crocheted fabrics, is made from yarn,
which is a line made from a loose fiber twisted under tension. Fibers were originally derived
exclusively from plants or animals, until the invention of synthetic fibers made out of plastics,
which were once oil or fossil fuels.16 A lot of processing and preparation must happen before raw
natural fiber can be spun into yarn, from the growing and beating of flax to the raising and
shearing of an animal. In order for your cloth to be successful, you must choose a yarn of the
appropriate weight, texture, and tensile strength for the process and fabric construction you
15

Connie Gersick, “Revolutionary Change Theories: A Multilevel Exploration of the Punctuated Equilibrium
Paradigm,” The Academy of Management Review 16, no. 1 (January 1991): pp. 18-19, https://doi.org/10.2307/
258605.
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intend to create. If you are creating a new or original pattern, the pattern must be drafted and
tested. Then, of course, you must manage tension throughout the process.
This practice of maintaining the ideal tension and controlling the flow of the fiber so that it
lays as comfortably as it wants to, or as you want it to, but not against its nature and capabilities,
can be applied to working with people in society. As an educator and organizer, I reflect on how
fabric is used as a metaphor for community, often in a rather literal way, as I craft textiles.
Typically, fabric is used as a metaphor for society because both are made up of many individual
elements coming together to make a larger component (yarn, neighborhoods, families, etc.)
which are then combined into a continuous plane (fabric, communities, cities, etc.) And it’s true:
the more threads or points of connection a fabric has, in general, the stronger it is.
Working with groups of people holds many parallels with making cloth. If it is to go well
you must prepare clear communication and a solid structure for working together that is
continually responsive. You must assess the temperaments and thresholds of each individual or
faction and then carefully and continuously manage tension and tensile strength to create a strong
community. It may be for this reason that aside from when I am literally crafting with my hands,
I feel closest to “crafting” when working with groups of people on a communally desired effort.
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Figure 1 Si Te Caés Te Caigo (Aún Si Fue Mi Culpa), [If You Fall, I’ll Come Down on You (Even if it Was My Fault )],
gesso and ink on handwoven hemp net, thread, 2020

The Fabric(s) of Society: Distances Between Points of Connection
A kind of ideological foil that nonetheless operates in tandem with the “fabric of society” is
the “social safety net.” Under a capitalist system, the “fabric” is not actually designed to be a
whole fabric, as the metaphor suggests. However much the “fabric of society” conjures strength
in numbers and the connectedness of a community, we still have the “safety net” which is meant
to catch those who fall through the holes in the fabric. The net itself is a contradictory object: It
too is stronger and more effective the more points of connection it has; the safer the net, the
closer it becomes to cloth. However, a net is not only for catching and protecting those who fall,
it’s also for catching and capturing those we hunt; it is as often used for trapping and holding as
it is for protecting. In many cases, as in ancient coastal Andean societies, the knotting and
twisting of fishing nets was a precursor to woven cloth—a more basic technology.17 The
metaphor of a “fabric of society” that sits above a “safety net” structurally relies on a weaker,
17
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less stable fabric, designed to allow greater filtration, as a fallback which ultimately allows the
“fabric of society” to have an acceptable amount of “holes” rather than aiming to ensure the
wholeness inherent to the strength and functionality of cloth.

The Question of Mending
I spend a great deal of my time mending—clothing, fabrics, relationships, paper, furniture,
misunderstandings, dinner plates, charging cables, and so on—as often for myself as for others. I
have over the years accumulated a wide array of different techniques, stitches, adhesives, pastes,
yarns, and tools especially for the task of mending, which seems to never be completed. The act
of mending is now most often aligned with the ethics of care and sustainability rather than the
mere practicality or thrift of caring for a family. With the rise of the “craftivist” and “slow craft”
movements in the early 2000s (standing on the shoulders of the Arts and Crafts Movement of the
1800s and more recently in line with the anti-capitalist counter-culture ethos of Punk mending
practices), “creative mending” or “visible mending” has once more proliferated as an
anti-consumerist practice largely in reaction to the global overproduction of clothing in the fast
fashion industry.18 Outside of textile craft, the popularization of mending has seen a parallel in
the rise of the Right to Repair Movement which advocates for legislation that would allow
consumers the ability to repair and modify their own products and forbid manufacturers from
restricting customers exclusively to their repair services. These movements are, in general,
culturally identified with the political left-of-center as they advocate for consumer protections
and act in opposition to mass consumerism and monopolies.
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While mending is now a deeply embedded practice in my life that I engage widely both in and
out of the studio, I began by mending to extend the life of my clothing. Prior to the
industrialization of textile manufacturing, the act of mending fabric was generally not thought of
as politically colored. It was for the most part simply a fact of life. Evidence of the importance of
mending in a European girl’s training and education from the 1700s to the early twentieth
century can be seen in the incalculable darning samplers, particularly from Northern Europe and
Britain, sitting in museum collections, thrift stores, and flea markets all over the continent. The
skills required to mend well, beautifully, or seamlessly take a great deal of practice and this
training was considered essential to prepare girls to run their own households and be successful
wives. It was a skill that was important to the maintenance of a middle-class home and
exemplified such desirable “feminine” values as economy, industriousness, and a quiet
dedication to the upkeep of the home and family. Extending the life of one’s garments and
textiles was a kind of economy that was not at all reserved for the poor (although many wealthy
women had servants to do their mending for them). When fabric was made entirely by hand it
was costly and time-consuming to produce, so naturally, textiles and garments were mended until
they were finally deemed unusable or unwearable in public (to varying degrees of wear
depending on your social class and how many garments you could afford.) When my mother
worked as a sales clerk at Brainin Cashmere in 1960s London, she was astonished to find that the
British elite (in some cases, actual nobles) still brought their heirloom-quality undergarments
into the store to have them mended by the manufacturer by mail order—many of them were
virtually in rags but the service was still rendered. In this way, mending operated much like
anything else which is perceived as apolitical—not seen as tied to political ideology or action but
an invisible form of labor tied to class and gender.
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The Arts and Crafts Movement arose in Britain as a reaction against a perceived decline in
craft standards that its proponents blamed on the ascent of mechanical production. The
movement advocated for economic and social reforms and championed handicrafts as a rejection
of the industrial. In many ways, the Arts and Crafts Movement marks the beginning of the
conscious politicization of craft in the Euro-American world. Prior to this point, craft could not
exist as an alternative form of making because all objects and fabrics were handmade. With the
rise of industrial production, we see the rise of craft, and mending, as a foil to the
mass-produced. This is the point at which the human-made, and human repaired, begins to
become specialized or more valuable because of its handmade-ness, at least in Europe and the
U.S.19
This leads us to today, where the proliferation of “creative visible mending” and Japanese
sashiko-style mending workshops, blogs, Instagram accounts, books, etc. perpetuate not only the
eco-conscious, anti-consumerist ethos of mending but doing so within a certain aesthetic. The
audience for this knowledge is not the poor, but the middle class, (typically white) “crafty”
woman. Mending in this context becomes not just a semi-neutral job that needs doing, but
becomes an active effort to do good—for the planet and for your wallet—and perhaps to be
perceived as doing good while looking charmingly artless.
To repair—literally or figuratively—as mending fences or political relations, is seen as a
universal net good. But over the course of the many years I’ve spent bent over a needle
considering how, where, and why to mend I have come to reject that assertion. We need to
complicate our idea of mending and its applications. If we extend the meaning of mending to
include the idea of amendments, or reforms, then we may apply mending more directly to
19
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politics. It is here that the idea of mending as an always beneficial act becomes clearly dubious,
if not flat out inverted. The fact that you can not tweak your way out of the fundamental aspects
of a particular material structure (fabric or otherwise) is directly related to the fact that you can
not reform your way into a fundamentally different structure of governance or governing social
program. In both cases how to mend, and whether to mend at all, should be more seriously
considered.
The pitfalls of mending can range from merely unhelpful to structurally violent, depending on
the severity of the problem to be fixed. Perhaps the most dangerous bad mend is ineffectual
reform which seems on its face to be relatively harmless in its non-effect, but in fact, the
non-effect or lack of change simply continues to perpetuate the structural violence of our
inequitable and deeply flawed social systems. Although the term “structural reform” implies (or
definitively means) reform at the structural level which may be taken as a deeper level of
amending than simply “reform” it is often referring to changing structures within or atop the
larger overall structure. For example, changing the regulatory structure of “the financial sector”
which exists within the structure of “capitalism” may technically be reform at the “structural”
level, but only if you don’t dig any deeper at the underlying foundations of the pyramid. We can
place this kind of reforming staunchly into the category of “Reformist reforms.” Biologist and
author Ardea Skybreak offers an example of Reformist reforms in police body cameras
implemented as a solution to rampant police abuses, which she argues “tinker with the system”
rather than address police brutality as a force “deeply rooted in the fabric of this system, in its
very foundation, which has everything to do with the white supremacist origins of this particular
society in the United States [...] that requires that certain sections of society be kept down and
oppressed."20 The American Civil Liberties Union of Washington State notes that “body cameras
20
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have not had statistically significant or consistent effects in decreasing police use of force.”
Additionally “while […] body camera footage has been used in trials that led to officer
convictions, body camera footage is disproportionately used to prosecute civilians rather than
officers.”21 In this case, it is argued that body cameras “have no effect” on police brutality, but
the actual overall effect is that they allow for the perception of change all the while the structure
that creates the conditions under which police brutality flourishes continues to perpetuate
violence.
My studio practice has always operated at a deficit of materials and financial resources. I
undertook the practice of scavenging, repurposing, hoarding, and mending materials because of
this lack; truly out of the necessity for thrift. Currently, in my studio, I have remnants of Rives
BFK paper (priced in 2008 at $4.17 a sheet) that I pilfered from trash bins in my first year of
undergraduate study fourteen years ago. One of the drawings I have recently completed (Figure
2, En La Calle III [On the Street III], 2022) is on a sheet of paper inherited in 2009, contains two
major mends (as well as many minor ones), and has hosted at least three drawings over the years.
This is not unusual for me; scarcity has become a part of the practice through economic
circumstances and an upbringing that heavily emphasized using everything you have and
producing as little waste as you can. I treasure these tenets of economy, conservation, and
moderation—I believe in them, but resent them when they are an enforced condition. Not only
can mending a physical object that is so brittle as to be beyond true repair, or mending an object
without the proper tools, materials, or techniques, be a waste of one’s time and resources, it can
be psychically damaging to always be working from a position of scarcity.
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In the case of clinging to a material beyond repair or attempting a mend without the required
tools, you will create a mend that is short-lived at best and dangerous at worst. Consider mending
a load-bearing structure or repairing a car without the proper knowledge or materials, or when it
is simply beyond the possibility of repair. In the case of attempting to mend your way out of a
structural condition that is physically ill-suited to what you need, it is an important protective
instinct to recognize when you can make something work and to what extent, and when you
simply need to acquire or build something new and save your resources for a different purpose.
Mending, both literally and figuratively, can not and should not always be considered a net
positive and should be accurately understood as a political act or tool that is neither inherently
beneficial nor detrimental but can be applied to either effect.

Figure 2 En La Calle III [On the Street III], pastel and charcoal
on paper, 2022

Figure 3 Detail of mended area on En La Calle III
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Do Not Break the Body
Crafting things by hand breaks down the body. All work breaks down the body, but some
more than others. I was diagnosed with a slight scoliosis when I was eleven years old, but it
never manifested itself as a problem until I (rather obsessively) made my first weaving, at which
point it began to grow into a chronic issue that caused me to quit my first “real” job as a muralist
several years later. I can only knit or crochet for up to three hours at a time or all the tendons in
my forearms become inflamed and must be soaked in multiple baths of epsom salts until they
recover. Sewing (by hand or machine) and embroidery I can take better because it’s slower
and/or lower impact, but still I must have caution with my neck, back, and eyes. The body should
set the pace of the making, but more often than not under capitalism, consumption and desire sets
the pace of the body. Capitalism requires that I sell the breaking of my body, that I rent out its
capabilities to produce value for others. In becoming an artist under capitalism,you must either
have a day job—as a professor, in a restaurant, in a museum, at a non-profit, in another’s studio,
as a muralist, as a babysitter, etc.—or you must still produce enough things and cultural capital to
be deemed worthy by those who have the means to buy them and assert value (museums,
curators, granting organizations, etc.) So the fact remains that we all live under and are governed
by the same structures which require us to be hawking some kind of goods or services, but I
would like to propose here a future where I might be able to follow the pace and teachings of my
body.
I propose that in an anti-capitalist effort that resists the artist as commodity and brand, as
much as possible one would produce less. Ideally, one could try to produce only as much as is
optimal for one’s own growth, research, body, and intellectual and creative satisfaction. Art
doesn’t want to be a commodity and neither do I (you). I feel better in my body when I don’t
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strain myself to produce ever more simply because I have been conditioned to. After a lifetime of
making under the expectations of optimal performance, prolific productivity, and scarcity of
resources and materials, I am attempting to shift my practice to one that first and foremost
prioritizes my own pleasure, discovery, play, and imagination.22
What of the problem of scarcity then? Doesn’t a practice that produces less but still engages
in commerce, or the art market, not simply make the work potentially “more valuable” through
scarcity? I propose a practice where scarcity is derived from a refusal to labor to one’s detriment,
rather than a scarcity that is manufactured to increase profit or desire. Scarcity of time and labor
does not necessarily mean all production is scarce—I can make many prints from a single image,
cast many objects from one mold, or pay to have some works industrially produced. The
preciousness of craft, of the handcrafted, does not reign supreme in all instances of making.
Lastly, I propose a practice structured to allow for part ownership of the studio and its gains.
Following in the tradition of artist Sol Lewitt, I propose a practice where all assistants and
fabricators are fully and openly credited.
This commitment to not breaking the body is now one of the foremost organizing principles
of my studio and it is grounded in a refusal to grind my body (self) into the ground in order to
“achieve,” as the primary objective, the recognition of art institutions, curators, or gallerists. It is
the cornerstone of creating an artistic practice predicated on living and livability. One that values
my body and wellbeing over the production of objects or capital. One that resists the
accumulation of capital through strategies that increase the distribution of the work, authorship,
22
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and earnings, and one that creates time to engage in building solidarity and cooperation between
artists in order to increase worker power. Creating worker power between artists can begin in the
studio by not only acknowledging assistants and fabricators but sharing the fruits of the work.

Text/Textile/Tech
Textiles are technology and they are text in the figurative and the most literal senses; they
perform myriad different tasks, only one of which is to carry knowledge. My body holds
knowledge, a textile holds knowledge, technology holds knowledge. “Text”23 and “textile”24 are
derived from the same root, the latin texere, meaning “to weave.” Most evidently, textiles carry
the technical knowledge of their construction, dying, and material composition, and in the most
basic sense, the making of cloth records the information that flows from the movement of the
body that guides the thread (or of its making by machine in the case of industrially made fabrics).
Perhaps the most recognized information that textiles carry is the cultural and historical
knowledge embedded in their forms, be they preserved, defunct, revived, or reinvented for new
tastes. Within the field of non-digital artmaking, we might consider “technology” or the
“technological” to be the tools with which the art is made such as the loom, which is considered
a technology while the textile is not.
Architect and textile researcher William J. Conklin writes that “ordinary thought in the
non-Andean Western world generally sees a clear distinction between the art of an object and the
support structure used for that art…this was not so in the ancient Andean world…art and
technology were not separate…”25 An oft-cited example that encapsulates this distinction is that
23
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of the Jacquard loom, invented in 1804 by weaver and merchant Jacques-Marie Jacquard. The
first-ever programmable power loom, the Jacquard loom used a series of punched cards to
automate the weaving of complex patterns without the expertise of a master weaver. The
simplest repeating designs fit on just one card but complex brocades could be achieved by
shuffling through a deck of cards in sequence. The loom on its own is considered a huge
technological advancement that revolutionized textile production worldwide, but perhaps more
significant is that it is also often considered the basis for modern computing. The Jacquard
loom’s punch-card programming system became the inspiration for Charles Babbage’s
Analytical Engine, commonly considered the world’s first computer although it was never fully
built. Mathematician and writer Ada Lovelace, who assisted Babbage with his work on the
Analytical Engine, later expanded on his work, producing the first treatise on the design and
functioning of a modern digital computer.26 Lovelace’s research and proposals would much later
be used to create the first American computer, IBM’s Automatic Sequence Controlled
Calculator.27 The Jacquard loom is often touted as an example of textiles “impacting” technology
because the loom was a technological advancement in programmable machinery which advanced
the possibilities of computation; but it is generally the tool and not the cloth it produces that is
considered technological. To my mind, this is mostly due to the fact that cloth is a very ancient
and early technology, but I think perhaps this belies the fact that in Euro-American society
technology is associated with constant, unceasing progress and perhaps technologies do not hold
on to that distinction forever; they eventually are perceived as static.
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Conklin supports his claim of the Andean symbiosis of art and technology by presenting
evidence that in the ancient Andean world, with a special focus on the area that is now Peru,
ideas were conveyed in the absence of written language primarily through the medium of
weaving. This was done not only through images and patterns on the surface of textiles but also
through the structure of textiles. He builds the case that textile structures are carriers of legible
meaning in Andean cultures through the identification of certain weaving technologies within
specific cultures, the use of specific weaving technologies for religious purposes, and
relationships between fabric structures and numerical meanings.28 This third point is of particular
interest to me as it is a territory that continually expands in front of me. My interest in the grid is
only tangentially related to mathematics or numerical significance—when I use the grid it is
most often in reference to the fence, the net, and the division of land into gridded plots, but the
pixelated interface (digital, woven, and cross-stitched) is often present. I am profoundly
interested in the woven textile as a gridded, coded, dimensional object whose integration of
structure and image hold meaning, which is ultimately tied to the grid in the sense of the
euclidean plane.
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Figure 4 The Name of American, embroidery floss, acrylic, oil on canvas, 20 inches x 20 inches, 2019

Archeologist Mary Frame expounds on Conklin’s work: “The fabric plane abounds in shapes,
symmetries, numbers, and abstract relationships. [...] The parallels between fabric structures and
patterns indicate that the technology provides a fundamental model for the conceptualization of
space in Andean art.” She later goes on to say that this mathematical thinking is related to the
development of the quipu which ancient Andean researchers are still attempting to decipher.
Additionally, the quipu and Vicuña’s work slowly became increasingly important to the
development of my thinking because it was the first time that I thought about an object operating
as both text and textile. The quipu is a text that refuses to be completely fixed. They are a form
and a record that is easily unknotted and re-written and that is now now mostly illegible because
its language and understanding is so tied to the knowledge of the textile, which we no longer
possess as the cultural knowledge that contextualizes the quipu was erased.
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Figure 5 Cecilia Vicuña, Skyscraper Quipu, photograph of an Incan quipu performance, New York, New York, 2006 29

The quipu is an incredibly simple object in material and construction and yet is extremely
versatile in compactly holding vast amounts of information. Frame writes “So flexible was this
method of recording that the quipucamayoc, who made and read the quipu, could recite
genealogies, histories, and poems, as well as census and tribute figures, though looking at and
fingering the structures of the knotted cords.”30 This way of thinking and organizing
information— which relies not only on recorded language but the information embedded in the
structure to create a layered index of meanings and possible readings—has over the years
become essential to my practice.
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Figure 6 Camino [Path/I Walk], handmade cotton rope, paper, synthetic cochineal, acrylic paint, straight pins, 336 inches
x 6 inches, 2020

This is perhaps most evident in my use of written text where I often make use of multiple
meanings and ambiguities in translation (take for example, the title of this paper) but it is also
something I attempt to achieve through a conceptual integration of support or structure, image,
and language, as well as material choices.
Expanding my thinking of the textile as a technology and text, sometimes literally in lieu of
written language and requiring deep cultural knowledge has been part of an effort to rewrite how
I fundamentally understand different aspects of my work and the world from the uncolonized
South American perspective. When I think of textiles as a technology and as technological
advancement, I can begin to think of them and their crafting as a tool for affecting broader
political and social change in the world.
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Colonization, Colombian-ness, and Craft
My mother grew up in a small town in el valle, or “the valley,” of Colombia called Cartago.
My grandmother was an extremely able crafter. Particularly in her youth, she produced
immaculate and ambitious textiles for the home and body, in cross-stitch and other styles of
embroidery (notably drawn thread embroidery or calado), crochet, and machine sewing. Coming
from a family of five girls, this was all part of an education in home-making and aesthetics that
also extended to flower arranging, interior decorating, the pleasing presentation of food, and a
dabbling interest in other crafts later in life such as ceramics and shaping bonsai (about which
she was quite serious). My mother made a cross-stitch sampler in grade school and was taught
the basics of machine sewing, but proved to have little patience or desire for the repetitive work
of textile craft. In any case, my grandmother never made any efforts to train her two daughters in
the crafts that were, for her, seen as essential to the conveyance and maintenance of a
middle-class home, at least in theory if not entirely in practice. Instead, my mother was taught
that she should have a profession that would sustain her in the event that she married “poorly” or
was left without a husband at all. Although my grandmother’s family had instilled in her that a
woman should always have some money of her own put away, this was still a significant shift in
the rearing of daughters in regards to craft and professionality.
My mother was part of one of the first graduating classes in the department of Arte Grafico y
Publicitario at the Universidad Nacional de Colombia, the primary public university in the
country. Publicidades at the time encompassed graphic design, advertising, and illustration,
which was her primary focus with the idea that she could study an artistic skill that might also
yield stable professional employment. This is not to suggest that my artistic heritage flows solely
matrilineally; my grandfather was very skilled in mimetic drawing, a skill that my aunt (who also
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studied publicidades) inherited, and my uncle was an accomplished architect until he died in
2003. In some ways, the history of craft and art-making in my family mirrors the trajectory of art
and craft’s historic splits through class, gender, and education. My grandfather’s talent for
drawing and general love of the arts would without question remain a pastime as he was
expected to support a family, and so he became a dentist, where his manual dexterity was highly
prized and he was known for doing particularly fine work on gold fillings. My uncle’s
profession, architecture, is very highly regarded in Colombia, as in most places, as a practical
and creative craft that gains validity due to its proximity to engineering and construction and is,
therefore, a lucrative and male-dominated craft. While my grandmother was expected to become
at least proficient, if not accomplished, in European standards of craft work which upheld her
value as a woman, a wife, and a middle-class homemaker who did not labor outside of the home,
she in turn sent her daughters to university to be trained in an art form that could become a
commercial profession. This plan, of course, was to be complicated by immigration.
My father doesn’t consider himself artistically inventive, but he excels in the realm of craft.
He is a much better machine sewer than my mother and working now as a carpenter. Due to his
high-level involvement in a nationally momentous student strike, he became a disappointed
revolutionary and failed union organizer in the years after he was ousted from the private
university where he studied microbiology. My parents immigrated to London two years later and
there he was trained in the technical processes of studio photography, which he took to with
relish. Both in London and then in the U.S. my parents became many kinds of laborers; au pair,
salesgirl, Harrod’s line cook, waitstaff, Denny’s Manager, t-shirt screen-printer, personal chef,
Sheraton restaurant hostess, “mother’s helper,” and other shorter-lived jobs. My mother’s
professional studies finally came somewhat to fruition when she became a public elementary
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school art teacher at the age of 41. The most realized point of my father’s budding career as a
photographer was a few jobs in Colombia in between migrations. In that time he produced some
editions of silkscreen prints from his photographs, each with over 50 layers of extremely
transparent inks in differents shades—a feat made possible by the extreme undervaluing of
manual labor in Colombia. Colombia is a nation that heavily identifies itself with craft
production or artesanías (artisanal objects) in many forms, from the deeply ancestral to
ingeniously resourceful tchotchkes sold on the street.
Between my mother’s childhood and mine, Cartago became a major center for the production
of specific European-style embroidery crafts, in large part due to the economic needs and
ambitions of one woman: Lucy Murgueíto. While European styles of embroidery were
continuously practiced by Spanish settler colonialists who founded Cartago in 1540, it was later
practiced domestically by both criollo and mestizo31 women and implemented in the education of
young girls.32 It was not practiced commercially at scale.
As my mother tells it, Lucy Murgueíto, who lived on her street, was a woman who had been
raised comfortably middle class but married a man who did not earn enough money to support
their family on his own. Unprepared to work outside of the home, she scrambled for a way to
support her family and decided to embellish garments with embroidery to sell. Her designs took
the town by storm and she began to train poorer working women to produce alongside her in a
workshop she opened out of her home. Later other workshops opened in imitation of her success,
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and the town is now internationally known for surface embroidery in the cartagüeñan style. They
specialize in picture smocking33 but most especially calado, or drawn thread embroidery.34

Figure 7 President César Gaviria Trujillo
in the Presidential Sash he would use during the entirety of
his administration, embroidered by Lucy Murgueíto.35

Figure 8 A portrait of the artist as a young girl wearing a
dress hand smocked (chest panel under the ruffled yoke)
in the workshop of Lucy Murgueíto in Cartago,
Colombia.

While this production center was very much the result of an economic endeavor, the working
conditions for the embroiderers are precarious—the labor is highly undervalued and poorly
paid.36 At the same time, it is a source of intense local and national pride, much like the
indigenous crafts which serve as deeply embedded symbols of the Colombian, and especially
regional, identity.
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There are myriad indigenous craft practices that are or have been practiced within the shifting
borders of Colombia which have been appropriated by the descendants of Spanish
settler-colonialists. Conversely, there are equally numerous craft practices that have been adapted
by indigenous practitioners to take on the technologies and tastes of colonizers. Indigenous craft
is often thought of by the settler-colonial state as static, “traditional” (although not in the same
sense as the settler-colonial’s “traditional”) and as a somehow inherent ability rather than the
result of technological advancement and experimentation. As Walter Mignolo succinctly puts it,
“As we know it: the First World has knowledge; the Third World has culture; Native Americans
have wisdom; Anglo Americans have science.” 37 These distinctions are at the root of
justifications for the violent repression and eradication that characterize the colonial
process—never complete but at some point stable enough to be maintained merely through the
threat of violence rather than its overt expression.
In his analysis of the colonization of the Austronesians in Taiwan, anthropologist Geoffrey
Gowlland argues that “crafts” do not exist for indigenous people before colonization and the
colonizer’s idea of ‘craft’ as we understand it in the Euro-derived tradition. Linked with the idea
of craft as an expression of cultural identity, Gowlland presents an analysis of how indigenous
crafts become appropriated by the colonizer as a shared and fetishized symbol of the colonized
region: “Arguably, Austronesian material culture became “craft” when it lost its power, when the
Atayal weavings were seen in museums or as tourist curios, rather than objects that made girls
into women and ensured a good afterlife.” Indigenous arts and technologies, previously powerful
on a cultural and spiritual level, become preceived as “crafts” when colonization is “complete”
and the craft objects become defanged of their power, posing no threat to the colonizing state.
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Gowlland further argues that indigenous crafts are “anything but traditional; they are
innovative because craft objects and craft practices are means to continuously adapt to the
tensions between the need of indigenous people to adapt to life in a settler society, and the desire
for cultural resilience.”38 That is, indigenous crafts are politically agentive, precisely because
they are made by indigenous people under the conditions of coloniality.

Cannibalization: the Wayuu Model of Resistance
Aside from ancient gold works, which in Colombia are popularly reproduced in all manner of
ways, one of the most notable indigenous textile crafts recently taken on as a symbol of the
Colombian identity is the mochila, which roughly translates to knapsack but more specifically
refers to an indigenous bucket-shaped bag with a thick crossbody strap. There are two groups of
indigenous peoples whose mochilas, distinct in style and materials, are most commonly used by
Colombians of all ancestry: the Arhuaco and the Wayuu. Both mochilas are hybrids of
indigenous and colonial practices and technologies; in both cases the bags are now made in
crochet, a technique introduced by Catholic missionaries in the early 1900s.39 The Arhuaco
mochila is now most commonly made of undyed sheep’s wool and the Wayuu mochila is
typically made in brightly colored cotton or acrylic yarns; materials that were introduced by the
Spanish between the 1800s and the 1900s.40 Both types of mochilas became popular among
criollo and mestizo city dwellers amid the tumultuous social movements of the 1960s.
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I’d like to focus on the Wayuu since they are the largest indigenous group in Colombia and
their colorful designs are the most commercially popular. (Their popularity in Colombia led to a
“collaboration” with J.Crew in 2010 after The Mochila Project was organized and profiled in
Vogue by none other than Colombian elite marry-in Lauren Santo-Domingo. [See Fig. 9])41 The
Wayuu are a matrilineal society that live semi-nomadically in the arid mountainous and desert
region of La Guajira, which straddles the Colombian-Venezuelan border. The terrain is harsh and
the people have been fiercely militant in the face of colonization: they were never conquered by
the Spanish and were until fairly recently often considered a kind of enemy state. More or less in
a state of permanent war with colonizing forces, they were able to preserve their language,
ancestral lands, and cultural traditions. In 1718, Governor Soto de Herrera called them
"barbarians, horse thieves, worthy of death, without God, without law, and without a king.” Of
all the indigenous people of Colombia their militancy was unique in that they learned to use guns
and made horses a part of their tactics.42 The Wayuu and their territory came to be recognized
only in the Constitución Política de Colombia 1991 (Political Constitution of Colombia of 1991),
which replaced the Constitution of 1886.43 Now, of course, their crafts (both the mochila and the
chinchorro or hammock) constitute their main economy and are widely celebrated as an integral
part of Colombian cultural identity, even when the people are not. Currently, they face drastic
environmental degradation, environmental racism, discrimination from the Colombian and
Venezuelan governments, and contaminated and stolen water.
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Figure 9 Screenshot of a Wayuu mochila listed on the J.Crew website.44 The item is sold out.

While the mochila has been appropriated as a symbol of Colombian-ness, the legible
information the bag carries—its motifs, which significantly pre-date Spanish colonization—are
solely a reflection of Wayuu cosmology unknown and illegible to most everyday Colombians. In
an interview, a Wayuu woman named Teresa says “Each Mochila bag requires our physical and
emotional energy [...] In each Kaanás (patterns in the Wayyu language, Wayuunaiki) we portray
our way of life and most of all our values and beliefs in the bags.”45 Crafting a mochila is a
highly technical task sometimes taking up to forty days to complete, aligning it with the idea of
“craft.” Yet, each mochila is completely unique (there are no patterns) and reflects the individual
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beliefs and creativity of the woman who elaborated it, aligning it squarely with the idea of “art.”
It is a hybrid by the European standard, but also in its materials and technical process, and in its
identification with a state that subsumed its originators.
In one of the myths that detail the origins of weaving and Wayuu motifs, the Wayyuu women
learned to weave in an intense period of isolation from Wale’kerü, a spider deity. The legend
includes a passage where Wale’kerü falls in love and runs away with a Wayuu man. When she
finally meets his family, his mother gives her raw cotton as a gift for her weavings. Wale’kerü
eats the cotton and later expels spun yarn from her mouth. This is one of two Wayuu myths that
includes weaving with yarn pulled from the mouth.
When I first learned of this myth I had just read Brazilian poet Oswald De Andrade’s 1928
“Manifesto Antropófago” (“Cannibalist Manifesto,”) a seven-page document that states
“Cannibalism alone unites us. Socially. Economically. Philosophically.” and “...those who came
here weren’t crusaders. They were fugitives from a civilization we are eating, because we are
strong and vindictive…” Linguist Leslie Bary, who translated the Manifesto, writes: “The use of
the cannibal metaphor permits the Brazilian subject to forge his specular colonial identity into an
autonomous and original (as opposed to dependent, derivative) national culture. Oswald's
anthropophagist [cannibal]…neither apes nor rejects European culture, but "devours" it, adapting
its strengths and incorporating them into the native self.”46
The Wayuu have protected themselves and their way of being by “devouring” the colonizer at
every turn, through the militaristic adoption of the horse and firearms and the colonizer craft
techniques, materials, and commercial practices which allow them to sustain themselves
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primarily off of the ancestral practices which were until recently viewed as “undesirable” and as
“primitive.” For my purposes, I call this “The Wayuu Model of Resistance.”
When I returned to figuration after almost a decade of rejecting images of the body in my
work, I did so only with the idea of aligning my practice with the interrupted artistic lineages of
pre-colonization South and Central American figuration—the glyphs, icons, and woven figures
of the ancestors that have been erased from me and my experience. I pick up this lineage
supported by, but no longer in imitation or to the standards of, my robust art education in the
Anglo-European tradition in part as an imaginative exercise in what an uncolonized,
uninterrupted Colombian artistic tradition would look like. While I claim my indigenous
ancestry, it has been erased from me and so I do not claim to be indigenous and no indigenous
group can claim me. I am mestizo, a mix of European and Indigenous as a result of generations
of colonization. And although there seems to be no recorded evidence of my indigenous
ancestors (unsurprising as it would not have been, and is not for many Colombians now, a point
of pride) it is extremely common—85% of the Colombian population identifies as mestizo in the
2018 DANE census.47 Mestizos are evidence of the paradoxical presence of indigenous cultures:
both everywhere and nowhere, of vital importance or relegated to obscurity depending on the
context. I use colonial forms of craft in my work, such as crochet and smocking, not only in an
effort to transform or devour its origins but as an equal claiming of my European ancestry and as
an acknowledgment that both my work, and I, are accessories of imperialism.
My work When in the Course of Human Events is a long, narrow, bright yellow strip of paper,
a little over a foot in width, that is pleated like an accordion in roughly one-inch pleats—it is,
essentially, smocked. There are glyphic black figures running from left to right along the pleated
47
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band; first three ships with sails, then a running figure, a machine gun, a cowboy-like figure
riding a running horse, a braided figure wearing a skirt, and a zig-zag-like icon—perhaps a
snake, a river, a path, a whip or a rope. The pleated strip slithers along the ground, sometimes
directly on the floor and sometimes up and over a wooden base, stained almost black, a bit like
an intermittant railroad track.
When I use the form of the smocked panel as the support for a kind of timeline, or sentence,
made up of icons modeled after the pixelated figures of South American weaving, I consider
myself to be cannibalizing the European in the service of the non-European. An
“unsophisticated” style of drawing telling a story from the non-European position. I moreover
pull the smocking into the service of the images and their meaning by “incorrectly” practicing
the craft. The pleats in a properly smocked panel of picture smocking should be evenly
compacted and threads should travel all the way across from left to right in consistent tension.
Here the threads that traverse across the figures hold the pleats together tightly in some areas but
not in others. In other areas still, the threads are cut completely.
The images stretch and contract, giving the whole panel a kind of slowing-down and
speeding-up effect. The figures are not clearly legible as a chronological narrative though they
have a definite directionality from left to right beginning with the three colonial vessels. The
history of Colombia is a particularly violent one—many fled and many more were killed,
injured, or disappeared without a trace. Entire civilizations have been wiped from existence. But
then I was raised here, in the U.S., to believe that this country’s history was less violent, based on
the humanistic ideals that inspired the French Revolution and then the revolutions of the 1830s,
and then all the revolutions that followed, including Colombia’s. Supposedly, Simón Bolívar, El
Gran Libertador, got his revolution from here. But it’s a hybrid truth, like most things.
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Figure 10 When in the Course of Human Events, detail of
the “cowboy” figure during the process of smocking

Figure 11 When in the Course of Human Events, scrap
paper, natural dye, ink, cotton-linen yarn, cotton string,
wood, 2022

I have no interest in staking claim to a contemporary indigenous identity molded by an
indigenous upbringing I never had. Rather I want to align myself and my work, through my own
hybridity, with indigenous knowledge, the position of the indigenous and my indigenous
ancestors in relation to power, and the surviving indigenous will(s) and tactics to resist
destructive and violent settler-colonial states. It is a series of small acts of mending; small
political acts of repositioning.
I propose that following the words of Oswald de Andrade and in the tradition of the Wayuu,
one could work towards an “autonomous and original” way of being an artist and being in the art
world. A way of being that “neither apes nor rejects” the culture in which we operate, but
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"devours" it, “adapting its strengths and incorporating them into the [...] self.” This proposition
likely has endless answers.

Imagination and a Calculated Looking-Past: the Zapatista Model of Resistance
Sometimes I devour and the work is confrontational. Sometimes I create space to
imagine—which is very difficult for me to do in a real way as I have spent the majority of my
life conceiving of myself as pragmatic and “realistic” (which doesn’t preclude optimism, but can
greatly hinder it). However, I often think of the Zapatistas while in the studio, and when working
with others, because of their immense capacity for imagination and how they use it as a tactic to
create more freedom for themselves and for others.
The Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (The Zapatista Army of National Liberation)
or the EZLN, is made up overwhelmingly from Tzeltal, Tzotzil, and Tojolobal Maya-speaking
communities. They take their name from Emiliano Zapata, the agrarian revolutionary and
commander of El Ejército Libertador del Sur (the Liberation Army of the South) during the
Mexican Revolution. They began their revolt in Chiapas, Mexico on New Year’s Day 1994—the
day the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) came into effect. While the
implementation of NAFTA was a symbolic flashpoint for their uprising, in actuality it was
planned for more than a decade in reaction to over 500 years of colonial oppression which had
recently become more acute with a wave of intensifying privatizations and dispossession of their
lands and rights. In their initial insurrection they stormed government buildings in six cities in
Chiapas, freed political prisoners, burnt government records, released their “Women’s
Revolutionary Law,” expelled landowning bosses from the haciendas,48 and exchanged gunfire
with the Mexican military. After twelve days a ceasefire was negotiated, the result of which was
48
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that the Zapatistas now control a substantial amount of their ancestral territory in Chiapas and
many argue, they kicked off what has come to be known as the Global Justice Movement.
Shortly after the reclamation of their lands, they initiated the international network The People’s
Global Action (PGA) which then put out calls for multiple days of action against the World
Trade Organization in Seattle and International Monetary Funds (IMFs) around the globe.49
Since the ceasefire, the Zapatistas have mostly dedicated themselves to creating the kind of
world they imagined in their many years of planning and education. Zapatismo rejects the idea of
seizing power and attempts instead to create a model of democratic self-organization that will
inspire others. They work towards constructing what they refer to as “un mundo donde quepan
muchos mundos” (“a world in which many worlds fit”). Despite an ongoing counter-insurgency
spearheaded by the Mexican Government, they primarily dedicate themselves to creating a life of
peaceful, decolonial, anti-capitalist, collective resistance, concentrated on recouping their lands
from ownership, mutual aid, and exercising autonomy. From anthropologist and activist David
Graeber:

“The Zapatistas do not call themselves anarchists, quite, or even quite autonomists; they
represent their own unique strand within that broader tradition; indeed they are trying to
revolutionize revolutionary strategy itself by abandoning any notion of a vanguard party
seizing control of the state, but instead battling to create free enclaves that could serve as
models for autonomous self-government, allowing a general reorganization of Mexican
society into a complex overlapping network of self-managing groups that could then
begin to discuss the reinvention of political society.”50
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In imagining a new world the Zapatistas are attempting (and succeeding) to invalidate the
structural violence of their oppressors by acting as much as possible as though it does not exist.
As though it has no power over them. Because in the territories they’ve created through the
reclamation of the land, it does not.

Figure 12 Sign posted at the entrance of a Zapatistsa Territory. It reads: “North Zone. Board of Good Government.
Trafficking in weapons, planting of drugs, drug use, alcoholic beverages, and illegal selling of wood are strictly prohibited.
No to the destruction of nature. Zapata lives, the struggle continues. You are in Zapatista Rebel Territory. Here the people
command and the government obeys.”51
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Figure 13 A Parar Para Avanzar [To Stop/To Stand/To Strike to Advance], cotton-linen string, hand-dyed cotton mason line,
wire, wood, cobblestones from Tribeca street, pebble, 2022
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Figure 14 Detail of A Parar Para Avanzar [To Stop/To Stand/To Strike to Advance], 2022

The chinchorro (hammock) is an imaginative space—it is a structure for rest and leisure that in
my work A Parar Para Avanzar (which translates literally as “to stop to advance” or “to strike to
advance”) never fulfills its use-value. Much like the most recent Colombian uprisings from
which the language “A Parar Para Avanzar” derives, the chinchorro never becomes fully
materialized.
My chinchorro is slowly wrought out of respect for my body—hand-knotted in blood-red
string over many months and later emblazoned with its message through letters handwoven into
the knotted grid by needlepoint. It’s held aloft, almost at the right height to climb in, by two
hand-twisted ropes and tethered to the ground with two of the large square cobblestones that
pave the streets of Tribeca, NY. It alludes to the danger of resting under a precarious wage
system in its resemblance to a net or trap. Materially it cannot support you because it is not fully
substantiated—the fabric is a delicate net incapable of holding even the smallest amount of
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weight. It does, however, invite you to imagine a reality where stopping to rest, or stopping as a
tactic, really could be possible.
“A Parar Para Avanzar” is a call to action that plays on the many meanings of the words.
Parar means to stop. It also means “to stand” and in the context of labor it means “to strike.” To
say “a parar” makes it a command or call to action—to any of those actions. The noun “strike,”
as in a labor strike, is “un paro” and the “paro nacional,” or the national strike, is an idea that is
always ready at the lips of the working class Colombian (by far the vast majority of the
population). The national strike as a concept has an almost mythic quality in Colombia; it is a
topic of conversation that is ready at hand at any time of high dissatisfaction with the
government (often) and it is a very real threat that the people wield. And yet, while there is a
strong legacy of civil unrest and large popular manifestations—from the Rebelión of the
Comuneros in 1781, the Mobilization of the Bananeros in 1928, and the Civic Strike of
1977—the national strike which will finally make fundamental gains is so elusive. Also, the state
is so violently oppressive towards its people, that despite how within reach a strike can be in
Colombia, the national strike is very much in the realm of the imagination.
If we return to our definitions of “art” and “craft,” and particularly the most recent definition
of “art” which begins with “the expression or application of creative skill and imagination…” I
think we can clearly define art-making as labor dealing with the power of the imagination. And if
“craft” can be characterized as technology, then it too is invention, “progress,” and creativity (a
subset of imagination, surely).
I propose that one could use one’s imaginative labor, power, and capabilities, operating as a
“professional” artist in the world and in solidarity with other artists, to create “free enclaves”
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within the culture and conditions in which one operates. This proposition likely has possible
manifestations.

Figure 15 Zapatista mural in Chiapas, Mexico which reads “Slow, but I advance.” Caracol (snail) is the name for the five
villages that have become the seats of “Buen Gobierno” (Good Government) and the snail is a nuanced metaphorical
model for how a community should be structured.52

I Want to Cooperate with What’s Good for Me
Having a body that lives in the world can be a strange kind of power. The body allows us to
make, it allows us to be and build with others. It is a tool for crafting and a tool for living and
under our current conditions, it is always at risk—burdened by overwork, student debt, medical
debt, limited safety nets, unstable housing, the skyrocketing cost of survival, the impending
doom of climate crisis. I have always felt that in order to survive or do a little more than survive,
I had to be careful and calculated in navigating the world that is in order to reap promised
rewards from those I impressed. But that’s a hybrid truth too and now I am attempting to imagine
something outside of what is so that I can get closer to being freer and more in power of myself
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than I was before. In the act of being freer, I can create more freedom for others, and that, to me,
is the imaginative and material labor of the artist.
Imagination is not inherently good. Speculative markets imagine different futures in order to
gamble off the backs of the poor and new methods of domination are imagined in boardrooms,
courtrooms, and offices every day. Beneficial imagining requires an ethos of solidarity and in the
case of the artist working in solidarity with other artists rather than in the service of capital, it
requires understanding oneself as a laborer and aligning oneself with the working or
non-ownership class, along which one is being extracted for value.
While I know intuitively that artwork has the capacity to make or spur social change, I also
understand that the work lives on a different timeline than I do. Any impacts the work does or
does not have may come well after my lifetime or never at all. Informed by Jessica Hemmings’
idea of the “smallness of craft” which engages craft's inadequacy in the face of "the scale of
social problems that surround it"53 I am less interested in trying to affect changes in my material
conditions through exactly what kind of artworks I make or exactly what they attempt to
communicate, but rather through how they are made and how I operate in the world as an artist. I
do not wish to serve the wealthy and I do not wish to serve the market. Under capitalism, I
require money for survival so it is required that I sell something—the breaking of my body or the
artworks I make or the knowledge I have to give—and so I will. But I don't have to gleefully
participate or prop up my own exploitation or the exploitation of others. In the tradition of the
Zapatistas, I am for the first time interested in proceeding with my practice as if there is little
power over me, as if no one has the power to invalidate or approve of my work, as if no one has
the power to deny me opportunities or grant me access—if I shift my focus so that my practice is
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not in service of those “up the ladder” and there is no “up” but only “with” then I think I can
more freely make the work in the service of my imagining. All the while I can also work towards
building something better, a freer enclave with my peers, a world in which many worlds fit.

Fragments of a Freer Enclave:
❖ I propose an anti-capitalist effort that resists the artist as commodity and brand.
❖ I propose to produce only as much as is optimal for my own growth, research, body, and
intellectual and creative satisfaction.
❖ I propose a practice where scarcity is derived from a refusal to labor to one’s detriment.
❖ I propose a practice structured to allow for part ownership of the studio and its gains.
❖ I propose a practice where all assistants and fabricators are fully and openly credited.
❖ I propose that following the words of Oswald de Andrade and in the tradition of the
Wayuu, one could work towards an “autonomous and original” way of being an artist and
in the art world. A way of being that “neither apes nor rejects” the culture in which we
operate, but "devours" it, “adapting its strengths and incorporating them into the [...]
self.”
❖ I propose that one could use one’s imaginative labor, power, and capabilities, operating as
a “professional” artist in the world and in solidarity with other artists, to create “free
enclaves” within the culture and conditions in which one operates. This proposition likely
has endless answers.
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List of Thesis Exhibition Images

Image 1 Christina Barrera, exterior installation view, Los Hombros Traigo Cargados [I Come with Laden
Shoulders], hand-cut vinyl, installed by Ricardo Contreras, 150 inches x 177 inches, 2022
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Image 2 Christina Barrera, Interior installation view
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Image 3 Christina Barrera, Interior installation view
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Image 4 Christina Barrera, Un Ciclón Vicioso [A Vicious Cyclone], wood, ink, 96 inches circumference x 15.5”
inches, 2021

Image 5 Christina Barrera, detail of Un Ciclón Vicioso [A Vicious Cyclone], wood, ink, 96 inches circumference x
15.5” inches, 2021
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Image 6 Christina Barrera, En La Calle I [On the Street I], chalk pastel and charcoal on paper, 38 inches x 48
inches, 2021
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Image 7 Christina Barrera, En La Calle II [On the Street II], chalk pastel and charcoal on paper, 49 inches x 38
inches, 2021
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Image 8 Christina Barrera, En La Calle III [On the Street III], chalk pastel and charcoal on paper, 42 inches x 46
inches, 2022
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Image 9 Christina Barrera, Smocking Study (Hands), cotton-linen yarn, wool yarn, cotton thread, 1inch x 17 inches,
2022
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Image 10 Christina Barrera, A Parar Para Avanzar [To Stop/To Stand/To Strike to Advance], cotton-linen string,
hand-dyed cotton mason line, wire, wood, cobblestones from Tribeca street, pebble, 228 inches x 36 inches x 168
inches (height variable), 2022

64

Image 11 Christina Barrera, Me Ocupa la Mente (Die Laughing) [It Occupies My Mind (Die Laughing)], steel, steel
mesh, paper pulp, ink, cotton mason line, size varies, fabrication assistance by Michael Clayton, 2022

65

Exhibition text:
My Colombian grandfather had two favorite jokes that became family sayings. In one, a man wanders through the
woods and begins to find pieces of his friend’s body. Each time he finds a limb he gasps, “My god! Juan’s leg!” or
hand, or foot, etc. until finally, he reaches Juan’s head and he shouts “Juan! Are you wounded?!”
In the other, an elephant is walking along and comes upon a sobbing cricket. The elephant says “Whatever is the
matter, little cricket?” and the cricket responds “My mother died!” the elephant asks after his father, his brothers,
and his sisters, and each time the cricket replies that they too are dead. Finally, the elephant lifts his enormous foot
and says “What are you even alive for?” before stomping on him.

Images 11, 12, 13 Christina Barrera, details of Me Ocupa la Mente (Die Laughing) [It Occupies My Mind (Die
Laughing)], Estas, Herido?, Juan! [Are you, Wounded?, Juan!], steel, steel mesh, paper pulp, ink, cotton mason line,
size varies, fabrication assistance by Michael Clayton, 2022

66

Images 14, 15 Christina Barrera, details of Me Ocupa la Mente (Die Laughing) [It Occupies My Mind (Die
Laughing)], What Are You Alive For?, Tu Pa’que Vives? [What Are You Even Alive For?] , steel, steel mesh, paper
pulp, ink, cotton mason line, size varies, fabrication assistance by Michael Clayton, 2022

Images 16, 17 Christina Barrera, details of Me Ocupa la Mente (Die Laughing) [It Occupies My Mind (Die
Laughing)], Are You?, Woundead?, steel, steel mesh, paper pulp, ink, cotton mason line, size varies, fabrication
assistance by Michael Clayton, 2022
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Images 18, 19 Christina Barrera, details of Me Ocupa la Mente (Die Laughing) [It Occupies My Mind (Die
Laughing)], Pa Que? [For What?], Por Que? [Why?], steel, steel mesh, paper pulp, ink, cotton mason line, size
varies, fabrication assistance by Michael Clayton, 2022

Images 20, 21 Christina Barrera, details of Me Ocupa la Mente (Die Laughing) [It Occupies My Mind (Die
Laughing)], What?, For?, steel, steel mesh, paper pulp, ink, cotton mason line, size varies, fabrication assistance by
Michael Clayton, 2022
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Image 22 Christina Barrera, Interior installation view
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Image 23 Christina Barrera, from left to right: An Eye Out (Watcher), An Eye Out (Watch), An Eye Out (The Light of
My Eyes), Risographs on French Paper, 11 inches x 17 inches each, 2022

Image 24 Christina Barrera, from left to right: Wild Cat (0 Days Since!), Wild Cat (Ceques), Wild Cat (Belly Up),
Risographs on French Paper, 11 inches x 17 inches each, 2022
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Image 24 Christina Barrera, free artist’s proofs, risographs on paper, 11 inches x 17 inches each, 2022
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Image 25 Christina Barrera, When in the Course of Human Events, scrap paper, natural dye, ink, cotton-linen yarn,
cotton string, wood, 198 inches (length variable) x 22 inches x 9 inches, 2022

Image 26 Christina Barrera, detail of When in the Course of Human Events taken during installation, scrap paper,
natural dye, ink, cotton-linen yarn, cotton string, wood, 198 inches (length variable) x 22 inches x 9 inches, 2022
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